The Mobile Audit Platform was designed to enable auditors a more effective means for conducting audit activity in line with our customers’ current and future expectations.

MAP on-site capabilities are provided through Windows 8 compatible devices. This capability enables auditors to complete audits on client sites in an efficient, effective manner. The on-site capabilities link through to the Mobile Audit Platform back office functions providing an accurate link between historical data and current auditing activities.

- MAP onsite capabilities increase the transparency of the audit process with historic data available and scroll through functions to show progressive current audit performance.

- MAP onsite capabilities reduce the costs of carrying out audit activities as audits are finalised on site and the data is automatically fed into the back office system reducing manual administrative activities.

- MAP onsite capabilities reduce risks by immediately highlighting non-conformances thus providing for immediate and formally managed remedial action which is tracked through the system.

- MAP onsite capabilities provide enhanced brand protection by acting as a robust, preventative management system that helps underpin customer confidence.
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Figure 1 Main Menu

From the main menu, auditors can access functions related to audit activity. Auditors may need to view the scheduled audits for the day, start a new audit, complete an already in process audit, or update site details. MAP on-site capabilities and menu options make it easy to carry out these functions, eliminating guesswork and ensuring audits and associated administrative activities are performed accurately and in a timely fashion.
Bespoke audit definitions developed for the client are reflected in the audit overview section of the platform. Auditors complete the audit answering each component according to the scoring system configured for that audit definition. Auditors can revisit scores with clients to provide up to date progress on particular sections of the audit.

Where photographic evidence is required to substantiate a particular score on a given question the device takes the relevant picture and the manage photos function assigns the image to the relevant question in the audit definition. This function reduces the scope for debate about audit findings and allows for formal logging of evidence.

MAP on-site capabilities allow the auditor to sign off the audit while they are onsite. Additionally these capabilities allow the audit scoring and any non-conformances to be reviewed with the site manager prior to departing the site. Back office configurable workflows then track the steps required to progress from non-conformance to conformance which in some instances may require a revisit.